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Abstract — Advanced Work Packaging (AWP) is a structured mechanism that was co-developed by Construction Industry Institute® (CII) and Construction Owners Association of Alberta (COAA) as best practice for project planning and execution. However, predictability and closer cost control are contingent on producing a good quality funding estimate.

This paper proposes the concept of enhanced estimating work process implementation to provide estimate quantities, cost and man-hours as close as possible to actuals when the project is completed. In addition, providing estimated man-hour inputs by construction work packages (CWP) and by contract to project controls will enable far superior construction planning, scheduling and control in the field.

Estimate details will align with the AWP boundaries of engineering work packages (EWP) and construction work packages (CWP) so that budget information is available at the same level which will facilitate data integration into various project software. It is of paramount importance that estimated material/equipment quantities also be tracked and reported at the EWP/CWP level commencing in the front end vs. the common traditional tracking by commodity level for the overall project.

Predictability of cost and schedule are among the most important KPIs by which success of a project will be judged.
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1.0 Introduction

This paper deals with estimating work process that will provide necessary input information in a timely manner for projects implementing an advanced work packaging (AWP) work process. The objective is to generate material, labor quantity and man-hour inputs by engineering work package (EWP), construction work package (CWP) and by contract in the class 3 estimate. As these CWPs firm up and become part of the contract, the fidelity of labor quantity and man-hours by CWPs continue to be maintained by contract to set a more accurate control base, better planning, scheduling and control for better predictability.

“AWP is a disciplined approach to project planning and execution to increase project performance and predictability” – to quote from Construction Industry Institute (CII) definition of AWP. The model execution process RT-272 [1] has been co-developed by CII and COAA through extensive collaborative efforts spanning several years from owner, engineering and contractor organizations. AWP is a construction driven work process that advocates creation of EWPs, CWPs and procurement packages with identifiers to EWPs and CWPs during the front end engineering phase leading to well defined scope boundaries for precision planning and smooth execution. Subsequently during the construction phase, installation work packages (IWP) will be finalized and executed utilizing a process for ensuring all constraints are removed prior to commencing construction of the given IWPs (e.g.) engineering is complete, all material is available/staged, all resources are available, access is clear, etc. This latter stage has been an industry standard practice widely known as WorkFace Planning.

After extensive research carried out by CII under research topic RT-319 [2] to validate the performance success of the AWP execution model, AWP was promoted as a CII Best Practice in November 2015. AWP holds the potential of transforming major projects delivery process. CII has published the following results documenting gains achieved by projects implementing AWP work process in comparison to traditional projects performance:

- Up to 25% increase in field productivity
- Up to 10% decrease in total installed cost (TIC), with increased savings for owners and increased profitability for contractors
- Improved schedule performance, with many projects delivered on schedule
- Improved safety performance, with zero lost time accident records achieved on several projects
- Increased quality, with reduced construction rework
- Increased predictability, in terms of cost and schedule estimates

Many owner companies and EPCs (Engineering, Procurement and Construction contracting companies) are adapting AWP work process for their projects by creating company specific procedures for implementation. RT-319 findings indicate that KPIs (Key Performance Indicators) improve with increased maturity level of disciplined implementation of the AWP work process [2].
Sophisticated IT infrastructure and tools have been developed that support AWP. Effective integration of various project tools including 3D modelling, materials management software, construction visualization tools, inventory management, planning and cost control tools, etc. is key to successful implementation of AWP. Common threads that provide the back bone for such integration are EWPs, CWPs and IWPs. Project timelines for defining EWP, CWP and IWP are important considerations as every project functional discipline will need to produce drawings & documents aligned with the boundaries of demarcation. This is critical to ensure seamless communication between various software for streamlined and data centric project execution.

A Class 3 estimate for the project typically forms the basis for final investment decision and the approved project budget. However, level of detail of the engineering material take-off (MTO) available at the time of class 3 estimate development is generally not at the EWP/CWP level but at the WBS area level. That poses a major disconnect in the AWP work process. This results in performance monitoring that does not relate directly to approved budget but instead is measured against subsequent standalone man-hour estimates developed for each work package. This paper will discuss possible ways and means of bridging the gap.

In the proposed estimating work process implementation, estimate details shall be at EWP and CWP level with necessary coding incorporated at the prime account and various subprime levels. Such details in combination with designated identifiers for procurement RFQs and various planned contracts will provide the data structure for superior project controls and greater predictability.

2.0 AWP Process Overview

AWP process overview is outlined below:

- CWP boundaries, durations and sequencing are developed (articulate the Path of Construction)
- EWP boundaries, durations and sequencing are developed to support the Path of Construction. Each EWP (or group of EWPs) are linked to a corresponding CWP
- PWPs developed to provide quantities/deliveries to support EWP completion and all materials/equipment delivered prior to scheduled commencement of each CWP
- Workface planners break CWPs into Installation Work Packages (IWP)
- Construction foremen or other responsible personnel review completeness of IWPs
- Constraint Coordinators ensure all constraints removed prior to releasing IWPs for execution
- Construction Management makes decisions on IWPs release
- Foremen execute IWPs
- Project controls monitor IWPs
- Quality assurance audits IWPs
AWP requires commitment at the senior level of the project leadership team. It should be expected that each AWP implementation will be a staged process gaining experience and maturity level with each completed project. AWP entails development of company specific work practices and procedures and implementation plans developing from the guidelines provided by CII/COAA/other sources, incorporating lessons learned in due course.

AWP work process begins with the end in mind, of construction, completion and turnover. This means that front end planning takes into account the construction execution plan including the requirements of turnover for the commissioning & start-up group. Interactive planning commencing early in the front end planning engages all key stakeholders.

**Importance of engineering work package (EWP)**

EWPs are the most crucial links in the whole AWP work process. Besides the conventional deliverables of documents and drawings, each EWP is a bundled output defining Engineering scope in completeness inclusive of several drawings and documents for the work to be done. These may include modelled or non-modelled content and the EWP acts as a pivot point for the subsequent processes. Procurement packages including identification of EWPs against individual items within the procurement package provide the required visibility of materials delivery status. Contractor mobilizes and plans construction based on engineering forecast release of IFC EWPs. MTO downloads from 3D model carry the designation of respective EWP numbers. Consistent use of EWP nomenclature relates all electronic data to the common data centric platform for efficient data integration/inter transfer between various software used in project execution. COAA recommends that each project set up the rules of credit for progressing of EWP, CWP and IWP packages. Rules of credit have been used for construction packages but it may be a considerable barrier to get these rules established and accepted at the EWP level.

**Timeline for defining EWP, CWP and IWP**

It is of utmost importance to define physical EWP and CWP boundaries early in the front end planning phase such that project set-up including all documentation and 3D model have the same consistent basis to be carried through to project completion. Naming of the EWPs, CWPs and IWPs need to be established on a consistent basis early on and strictly adhered to across the project and different contractors. The significance of such disciplined work process is that the vast amount of data generated by the 3D model and several other integrated project software systems are electronically processed more efficiently. Changes to the EWP and CWP boundaries once defined should be only for incorporating any scope or layout changes and kept to a minimum. Installation work packages (IWPs) will be defined much later by the field staff well before commencement of construction of the IWPs.

Timeline of the AWP work process in the context of front end loading or phase 1 of project execution is shown in the following diagram:
Figure 1: AWP Work Process – Interactive Planning and Timeline for defining EWPs/CWPs/IWPs

### 3.0 AWP implementation maturity and KPIs

The AWP work process is focused on organizing engineering, procurement and construction in such a manner that EWP/CWP structure lends itself seamlessly to verify absolute readiness of a given installation work package (IWP) well ahead of starting construction of the IWP. Documentation of each IWP will include the precise scope description, quantities, related drawings and specifications, construction equipment and labor resources assigned for the task. Labor resources required for each IWP is however assessed by the resource coordinator and is not derived from the approved budget estimate. At the current stage of evolution of AWP work process, this disconnect with approved budget estimate does remain and will likely be bridged with the advent of intelligent 2D/3D tools incorporating automated estimating modules within; it is necessary to point out that such integration does already exist, however the issue is completeness of MTOs in the 3D model / intelligent design systems which typically does not include manual MTOs and those that need to be factored. It is possible to create software modules within the 3D models which will use algorithms to generate the missing MTOs that are still to be modelled, as well as add supplemental manual MTOs and factored quantities; such developments to come in the future will eventually make labor man-hour estimates part of the 3D model downloads thereby increasing predictability significantly given proper assessment of productivity/location factors.
CII published their maturity model, three stages of which are characterized as below (ref CII IR 272 – Vol II) [3]:

- **AWP Early Stages**: AWP work process implemented for the first time such as on a pilot project by adapting recommended guidelines; top management commitment may still be tentative
- **AWP Effectiveness**: AWP work process accepted as standard work practice with contracts, project controls and payments etc., aligned with AWP. Major performance improvement gains become apparent
- **AWP Business Transformation**: Organizations which achieved this level of maturity in implementation of AWP will have procedures in place for all aspects of the AWP work process with EWP/CWP/PWP/IWP and material delivery dates integrated into schedule and budget for deriving full benefits of the AWP work process

CII further established six KPIs vis-à-vis AWP implementation maturity as shown in the figure below:

- Craft Productivity
- Cost
- Safety
- Schedule
- Predictability
- Quality
(1) AWP Early Stages

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Performance Dimension</th>
<th>Maturity Stage</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>1 – AWP Early Stage</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Productivity</td>
<td>Around 10% improvement</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cost</td>
<td>Project on budget</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Safety</td>
<td>0 lost-time accident (TRIR below company average)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Schedule</td>
<td>Project experienced minor delays</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Predictability</td>
<td>Significant deviation from baseline estimate</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Quality</td>
<td>Rework in line with previous quality performance</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

(2) AWP Effectiveness

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Performance Dimension</th>
<th>Maturity Stage</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>1 – AWP Early Stage</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Productivity</td>
<td>Around 10% improvement</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cost</td>
<td>Project on budget</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Safety</td>
<td>0 lost-time accident (TRIR below company average)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Schedule</td>
<td>Project experienced minor delays</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Predictability</td>
<td>Significant deviation from baseline estimate</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Quality</td>
<td>Rework in line with previous quality performance</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Predictability is a key performance parameter that requires not only efficient and well planned project execution but also a good quality control base estimate.

### 4.0 Estimating work process implementation for better predictability

Significant improvements have been demonstrated by successful implementations of AWP and derive from highly organized work processes which result in minimizing unproductive time. While that is at the core of efficient project implementation with improved productivity and minimized project cost, predictability has to do with estimating project quantities, cost, man-hours and other resources more precisely. Estimating work processes that will address these issues will be the absolute compliment to the AWP work process making it complete and thereby closing the gap on the key KPI of predictability. No matter how well the project is executed, its success will be judged by conformity to budget and time schedule.

TCM (Total Cost Management) Framework [4] and several Recommended Practices published by AACE® provide the framework necessary for producing a predictable estimate at various stages of the project, in the context of this paper a predictable class 3 estimate for funding approval. Prominent among them as applicable to process industries are:

- 18R-97, Cost Estimate Classification System – As Applied in Engineering, Procurement, and Construction for the Process Industries
TCM framework and recommended practices are comprehensive and no fundamental change is required in the estimating work processes; however, changes in implementation will be required for conformity with the overall project data integration. Narrative to follow in this paper will address the following aspects aimed at improving predictability:

1. Means of producing more complete MTOs closer to final quantities for class 3 estimate inputs
2. Making quantity reviews more effective and result oriented
3. Producing MTOs and estimate details by EWP/CWP to facilitate data integration with all other project software
4. Making greater use of several levels of coding as suggested in the RP-21R-98 [5] with the objective of providing much better control base data to project controls
5. Make use of the coding structure to provide objective review reports to various stakeholders enabling thorough reviews and buy-in
6. Make use of the coding structure to generate concise historical project completion reports and metrics for achieving higher levels of predictability in future projects

5.0 Coding structure

Optimal use of coding structure can drive most of the objectives listed above in achieving greater predictability.

Estimate planning and code of accounts

Estimate planning is the most crucial phase to secure alignment of stakeholders and project team members on the broader objectives of the estimate and what is expected as inputs to the estimate. It is not the intention of this narrative to make an exhaustive list of estimate planning criteria but the focus is on aspects relating to EWP/CWP in estimate planning. Inputs to estimating and completed estimate details need to include identifiers and codes in order to derive several different summarizations for superior planning and control. Most of such coding are indicated in the AACE Recommended Practice 21R-98 [5].
5.1 Different geographic groups or other categorization:

In addition to the WBS groups such as ISBL/OSBL, WBS area/unit, module/stick built scope, rack/off-rack/sleeper, module number, etc., identifiers for the work packages should be included in the MTOs:

1. Cost breakdown structure (CBS) – Labor, Sub-contract, Material, Module, Pipe spool fabrication, etc.
2. Construction work package (CWP) name as per documented procedure
3. Engineering work package (EWP) name as per documented procedure
4. Procurement request for quotation (RFQs) and contract numbers – based on procurement plan and contracting plan
5. Installation work package (IWP) name – later estimates when they become available
6. Isometric number – later estimates when they become available
7. Spool number – later estimates when they become available

5.2 Code of accounts:

Code of accounts typically include prime, sub-prime and detail codes; some code of accounts also incorporate cost type breakdown structure indicating material, labor, fabrication, sub-contract etc. Much more can be derived from the estimate by incorporating additional coding for labor activities and several other category groupings as in RP 21R-98 [5].

5.3 Labor activity codes:

Work type as referenced in 21R-98 [5] or labor activity codes can be very useful in summarizing specific labor operation quantities and man-hours for planning, monitoring and control purposes. It is possible to devise exhaustive list of coding for all labor activities in every prime account; however, to minimize effort early alignment on select labor activities identified for progress monitoring can be assigned with appropriate coding.

5.4 Contract number:

Recommended practice 21R-98 [5] suggests contract number, budget item or AFE number among others in the category group – “accounting and special”. Contract number in particular can be of extreme value if incorporated while creating estimate details. A construction work package (CWP) may include piling, concrete foundation, mechanical equipment, steel, piping, electrical and other accounts. Contracting plan may group different prime accounts to be installed by different contractors and may be installed at different time schedules. Hence, incorporating contract number in the estimate details will make it possible to derive labor operation quantity summary and budgeted man-hours by CWP for each contract. EPC schedule should provide planned start and finish dates for each CWP for each contract on which actual progress and man-hours can be plotted.
As the budgeted man-hours are derived from the approved estimate for each CWP within each contract, monitoring actuals against these would provide real insights on performance; real issues if any, will surface early giving more time for mitigation actions to be initiated. If the man-hours and quantities had been spread out in the schedule using an approximate s-curve distribution as is typically done, any performance issues or concerns will likely not become clear until much later.

Challenges estimators are likely to face are twofold; contracting plan may not be fully developed and contract numbers may not have been assigned in the class 3 estimate preparation time frame; secondly, MTOs are generally prepared at the WBS area level with most of the manual MTOs lumped at that level. These challenges can be overcome if sponsorship level commitment is secured for implementing AWP. On the former question of contracting plan, it will suffice to have a broad understanding of high level contracting plan using which placeholder contract numbers can be assigned and replaced with actual numbers when available. More difficult question is the latter to obtain complete MTOs down to the EWP/CWP level. Early alignment with engineering is needed to incorporate such requirement within their work process for creating manual MTOs and factored items at the EWP/CWP level. Authors of this paper have worked on mega projects with over 2000 CWPs where such work procedures were implements successfully, just to indicate that they are practical propositions.

6.0 Material take-offs – Predictable Quantities

Material take-offs should be carried out by EWP which will lay the foundation for rolling up material and labor quantities and man-hours at the required level for monitoring and control purposes. MTOs derived by downloading from the 3D model will naturally conform to the EWP and CWP boundaries as also the higher level WBS area/unit groups. However, when class 3 estimates are produced, the 3D models are typically at a 20% to 30% model review stage and hence cannot provide complete MTOs; much of the small bore piping and other items not modelled will need to be supplemented by manual take-offs. Conventional project execution typically aims at rolling up the estimates to WBS area levels and therefore manual MTO additions are done at that level. On projects implementing AWP work process, a greater effort to add manual MTOs at the EWP/CWP level would pay enormous dividends in superior planning and scheduling as also setting up a more accurate control base for monitoring progress.

*Making quantity review process more objective and result oriented*

Once the enhanced level of coding as described above has been incorporated, several quantity review reports can be generated in order to facilitate comparison of various metrics at different WBS levels and by different category grouping such as equipment module, pipe rack module, off-rack, sleeper, etc. Given the advent of several data visualization software, it is possible to create dashboards with interactive review reports that will enable drilldown to identify specific areas of deficiency; they can then be made up by supplementing with appropriate quantities instead of just throwing gross dollar allowances. Sample interactive reports for reviewing adequacy of small bore piping (Fig. 3) and one for review of large bore fittings (Fig. 4) are shown
below. Note: While the sample reports shown in this paper are for piping account, very similar approach for every other account will ensure production of more complete MTOs and better quality estimates.

Figure 3: Making Quantity Reviews More Objective - Sample Interactive Report for Small Bore Piping Review

The example interactive report enables drilling down to identify deficiency of small bore piping in specific areas (WBS1), sub areas (WBS2) or CWPs and type of piping, equipment module, off-rack stick built, etc. by narrowing down the filters. The tables refresh to the selected filters and small bore ratios under 40% get flagged in orange to facilitate drilling down. The ratio alert threshold of 40% is only an example and can be set to appropriate value depending on anticipated ratios for the type of plant. Deficient areas identified can then be supplemented with quantum packets of small bore piping containing pipe, fittings, valves, insulation, heat tracing etc. within the module or stick built piping type.

Click here to try the interactive MTO review report on the web

Please note that quantities shown are for illustrative purposes and not from any real project. Quantities in some areas are deliberately adjusted to highlight the objective nature of the review made possible by the visualization.
Figure 4: Making Quantity Reviews More Objective - Sample Interactive Review Report for Large Bore Fittings Review

Figure 4 is an example interactive report for reviewing large bore fitting frequencies by drilling down during the quantity review session to identify areas of deficiency in a similar manner as described for figure 3. Similar interactive reports for review of large bore valves, small bore fittings, small bore valves, etc. can be navigated using the tabs the top of the report. Such objective reviews will help make the MTOs closer to final design quantities with the addition of appropriate MTO allowances.

**MTO Allowances**

MTO allowances are an integral part of the total base line budget quantities and should not be treated as a mere dollar allowance. Conventional work processes applying single percentage allowance per account results in incorrect quantity base; (e.g.) If a 20% allowance is applied across the board for piping, it may result in overstating quantities for large diameter piping as well as exotic material, etc. which would likely have been quantified more completely in the model; by the same token, small bore pipe, valves and fittings quantities may end up short, as 20% allowance may not be adequate.

It would make sense to apply a stratified allowances matrix reflecting the base MTOs by category using the several codes that have been incorporated per following example.
Figure 5: Example of Stratified MTO allowances Matrix for Closer Prediction of Quantities – Piping Account

**Documented Rationale for MTO Allowances**

It is important to document the rationale for the MTO allowances in the basis of estimate to secure buy-in from various stakeholders and management; it could also act as a deterrent against arbitrary reduction of MTO allowances as one has to assume responsibility for doing so against well documented rationale. An example of such documentation is shown in Figure 6 below:
Documented Rationale for MTO Allowances

Figure 6: Example of Documented Rationale for MTO Allowances – Piping Account

The column “Assessment for current project” should be completed by responsible engineering and project personnel for each account depending on how each item has been quantified in the MTOs.

Implementing the work process as described above will pave the way for much closer quantity control base which will be the first step necessary for achieving predictability.
7.0 Interactive review reports for thorough review and benchmarking

Class 3 estimate reviews are often compressed due to delayed inputs and firm commitment of estimate completion date. In addition, other factors such as limitation of estimating tools/methods, lack of trust between owner & contractor, contracting philosophy, etc. may not be amenable for openness in sharing of estimate reports/data to facilitate thorough reviews. Predictability will depend much on how well the estimate basis have been set up with high level of stakeholder engagement as well as thorough review and benchmarking of the estimate. Putting aside the constraints of contracting philosophy and such issues, it is possible to produce very objective analysis reports by creating some standard dashboards as shown in the Figure 7 below:

![Interactive Report Example](image_url)

**Note:** Numbers shown in the example report are arbitrary and intended for illustration purposes only

**Figure 7: Example of Interactive Report for Review of Site Labor Hours for Piping Account**

The interactive report shown above refreshes to the selection of filters enabling drilling down the analysis report for site labor to check against benchmark metrics for the selection. It will enable efficient and objective scrutiny and identification of errors/oversight which can then be addressed, thereby improving quality, securing greater confidence and buy-in. Data visualization tools enable creating any such desired analysis reports and dashboards automatically by linking to underlying estimate details of different project estimates; that will
provide a means of comparing metrics from project to project and for benchmarking with industry in a very efficient manner.

Closer prediction of final quantities in the MTOs generated for the funding estimate combined with objective reviews leading to corrective actions as described above will lead to a superior quality budget estimate. AWP work process implementation has a very significant bearing on construction, particularly on projects of greater complexity. As mentioned earlier, gains of adapting the AWP work process appropriately has been well established and more and more companies are embracing it. Estimating will need to work in step with construction and project leadership in assessing productivity/location factors to use as basis in the estimate; by factoring in the prior performance and productivities and what is anticipated for the current project. There are several more valuable inputs that estimating can provide to make project execution and controls more efficient in achieving greater predictability, which will be discussed in the following sections.

8.0 Significant benefits of adapting estimating work process aligned with AWP

While AWP can still be adapted for project execution without the more rigorous estimating work process, there are very significant gains to be realized by doing so as follows:

1. Labor operations quantities such as number of welds, length of spools to be installed, length of cable to be installed etc. can be summarized by contract and by CWP
2. Budgeted man-hours can be summarized by contract, by CWP and by prime account
3. Once the planned start and finish dates for each CWP within each contract is defined in the EPC schedule, corresponding budgeted man-hours from the estimate details are reflected in the EPC schedule; that makes arbitrary distribution of total man-hours using approximate s-curve distribution unnecessary
4. Resource loading the schedule with budgeted man-hours from the estimate integrates the schedule and aligns with the class 3 estimate, resulting in better planning
5. Performance monitoring of field labor, be it self-perform or contract, becomes more transparent; actual progress can be plotted against budgeted quantities and man-hours by contract and/or by CWP flagging any performance issues instantly; that provides greater opportunity to take mitigation action
6. The entire work process thus can lead to better planning and predictability

*Estimating work process enhancements*

Estimating needs to play a key role in aligning various stakeholders and project team members to the estimating work process that synchronizes with AWP. Following are some of the factors that have a significant impact on predictability:

- Significant quantity growths entail overruns in field labor hour budgets
- Starting off with a project plan based on short budget often results in need for corrective actions at a later stage which tend to be disorganized and disruptive
• Budget estimate details are generally at the WBS area level; hence the EPC schedule resource loading is normally based on typical spread of hours over the duration; it may not relate to actual work scope over the time span and therefore any significant trends of overruns or underruns may not become apparent until much later
• Overruns, delays and disruptions result in spiraling effect as they impact all subsequent activities
• Overruns necessarily require additional funding approval by the board and may involve potential delays in preparing necessary documentation and securing approvals

Most of the issues listed above will be addressed adequately if a good quality estimate is prepared and well implemented management of change process and trending process.

Management of Change

An estimate basis that documents the project scope well and produces MTOs at the EWP/CWP level should naturally provide a more robust basis for management of change. Predictability needs to tie-in to the actual scope by current budget or re-baselining when necessary. It is important however, to differentiate scope change from normal design development which is provided for in MTO allowances.

9.0 Valuable inputs for construction planning and scheduling

Given complete MTOs at the EWP/CWP level and the enhanced coding incorporated in the estimate details, some extremely valuable inputs can be provided to project controls during the front end engineering design phase for construction planning and scheduling. With appropriate automation of the estimating work process, estimating can provide labor operation quantities and estimated man-hours by EWP/CWP, by contract and by prime account to project controls in parallel with estimate production, for construction planning. That will enable integration of EPC schedule with the class 3 estimate which means the field man-power projections will reflect estimate details.

Planned start and finish dates assigned for each CWP can then be used to create labor operations quantities and budgeted man-hours charts on a time scale for control purposes as shown in Figure 8 below:
Figure 8: Example of Performance Tracking Reports that can be derived from the Enhanced Estimating Work Process

**Performance tracking and trending**

Performance tracking reports like the example shown above which reflect actual budget quantities and man-hours by CWP and by contract will bring to light any significant performance issues in the field very early as they occur. It will give an opportunity to the project leadership team to take mitigation actions before the issues get aggravated. This is one of the greatest gains of enhanced implementation of estimating work process as described in this paper.
Consistency in estimating work process

While such performance tracking reports will link trending to actual budget, there will be another set of man-hour data produced at the installation work package (IWP) level by the AWP resource allocation coordinator. Total quantities and estimated man-hours from the set of IWPs comprising of a CWP should align with the current budget numbers for the CWP; it is necessary therefore to adapt consistent estimating standards and productivity/location factors for the budget estimate as well as the IWP level estimates produced by the AWP team prior to construction, recognizing that there will be more of crew based estimates of man-hours in the latter case. Any disconnects between the current budget estimates and the IWP level estimates summed up to a higher level will need to be addressed by way of trending. It will not change the current budget but will provide useful inputs for better alignment of future estimates.

10.0 Other significant factors impacting predictability

While the narration so far deals with a more rigorous implementation of the estimating work process for closer prediction of quantities and construction labor man-hours, it is obvious that there are several other components of the estimate which will make up the published total approved budget bottom line. It is not the intention of this paper to discuss those cost components for producing a better overall budget. However, such other components are listed below for the sake of completeness and to remind ourselves that the unforgiving measure of predictability will be at the overall budget.

Other significant factors and components of the estimate comprising the overall budget:
1. Equipment and material pricing – target to obtain current market pricing for a minimum of 80% of budget value
2. Sub-contract pricing – Obtain current market pricing and benchmark against check estimate to validate and fix any errors and omissions
3. Sub-contract pricing – responsibility matrix for various components of indirect field cost (IFC) including supervision and construction management
4. Align on responsibility matrix for logistics and delivery basis
5. Indirect Field Costs
6. Miscellaneous field contracts and support third party engineering contracts
7. Camp and catering
8. Home office engineering costs
9. Spares
10. Vendor supervision
11. Mechanical completion and handover – interface
12. Commissioning support
13. Owners cost
14. Contingency
15. Forward escalation
16. Allowance for major event risk held at company corporate level
11.0 Future work in development of tools for AWP for better predictability

As discussed under the section “AWP implementation maturity and KPIs”, labor resources required for each IWP is assessed by the resource coordinator and is disconnected from the approved budget estimate. This will likely be bridged with the refinement of automated estimating modules within 3D tools. As pointed out, the issue is completeness of MTOs in the 3D model which typically does not include manual MTOs and those that need to be factored. There are different ways by which the 3D models can be designed to provide complete MTO downloads at different stages of model development [6]. Greatest advantage of such development would be MTOs downloads will be relatively more complete and can be derived very efficiently in minimum amount of time. In addition, automated estimating algorithms built-in to the 3D tool will be in direct alignment with the class 3 estimate assuming such a level of maturity can be achieved in the future development of 3D tools. This will have a significant impact of increasing predictability assuming proper assessment of productivity/location factors.

12.0 Emerging technology and its impact on estimating

The modern database systems have evolved where handling of vast amounts of data or computational power/speed do not pose any significant limitations. The new generation of integrated 2D/3D systems provide ways and means of adding intelligence during the design stages that can be rule driven, logic based or volumetrically attributed to each and every element/component in the design.

Starting with the WBS, the EWP/CWP hierarchy all the way to the IWP level can be easily attributed in contemporary design systems now. Therefore, if the coding structure, numbering conventions and attribution requirements are set early on the project, populating such intelligence in the model can be easily done as the design is progressing. Model review sessions can now include additional analysis of reviewing engineering design to a quantity base; contracted scopes by contract numbers, EWP/CWP can now be reviewed visually in 3D.

An estimator need not rely on only the flat tables and data structures; if models carry the intelligence then the estimate i.e. the modelled quantity can be viewed in 3D as well. As suggested in earlier sections, stratified allowances for individual areas can be captured with more precision than that accomplished traditionally.

New systems that integrate 3D design, materials, scheduling and work packaging can now provide greater levels of insight early in to the project. The opportunity exists where by adding the control estimate at the EWP/CWP levels in such integrated platforms can provide precise baseline to measure and give visibility to the project health on a continual basis of the “Plan versus Actuals”. 
13.0 Conclusion

Predictability of cost and schedule are among the most important KPIs that project success will be measured on. AWP provides a structured work process to increase project performance and many owner and EPC companies have adapted it as their standard work process. Predictability however, continues to be somewhat an elusive goal. Estimating work process implementation suggested in this paper will enhance predictability by addressing the following:

1. Facilitate production of more complete MTOs by detail estimate planning
2. Interactive quantity review reports to identify areas of deficiency to supplement with quantities
3. Stratified MTO allowances and documented rationale to support the extent of allowances applied
4. Production of MTOs by EWP and CWP in addition to project WBS areas
5. Applying much enhanced coding including for labor operation activity, contract ID, procurement responsibility, etc.
6. Interactive review reports by account to foster thorough review and buy-in by various stakeholders
7. Provide estimated man-hours by CWP and by Contract and prime account to project controls to enable integration with EPC schedule
8. Facilitate construction planning and scheduling at the CWP level
9. Detail scoping of indirect field cost and other costs including owner’s costs
10. Proper assessment of contingency and forward escalation

AWP will provide a structured framework for data centric execution facilitating integration of various software systems used on the project. Estimating work process in step with the AWP framework will enhance predictability substantially.
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